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In the midst of the current COVID-19 pandemic,

industries across the globe are severely

disrupted, and at this point, it is unpredictable

how the pandemic will continue to affect the

world. During these times of uncertainty, it is

important for business leaders to take strategic

action. Here, we explore how scenario planning

can aid in decision making, how data can help

speed up your business’s recovery, and

ultimately, how you can apply these insights to

your company.
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According to McKinsey, speed and discipline were the two

most important factors found in the top 20% of companies

who came out of the 2008 recession stronger. In times of

tremendous uncertainty where industries are vulnerable to

shifts in the economy, it is important that business leaders

have the ability to take strategic action, assess the

economic effects, and identify and model risks. With data,

companies can respond faster as well asmake better, more

disciplined decisions. Compared to a few months ago, the

new normal is emerging and organizations need to

strategize how to plan for today and build resilience for

tomorrow.What’s crucial is to take action now.

According to a study by Boston Consulting Group (BCG),

some of the most impacted industries during this crisis

includeHospitality andLeisure, Transportation, Automotive

and Components, Durable and Apparel, and Non-food

Retailing. These industries are the ones most likely to face

liquidity risk due to their high fragility andhigh susceptibility

to shock. On the other hand, it is no surprise that industries

that offer essential goods and services like Food and

Staples Retailing, Healthcare, and Energy aremanaging the

crisis much better.

Months after the onset of the COVID-19 crisis, the pandemic’s impact is still ongoing

and continues to visibly affect multiple industries. Businesses have experienced

disruptions in supply chain and operations, challenges in workforce management and

cash flow management, and ultimately, decreases in customer demand.



Virus Spread and Public-Health
Response

Knock-on Effects and Public-
Policy Response

Public-health response fails to control
the spread of the virus for an extended
period of time, perhaps until vaccines

are available or herd immunity is
achieved.

Ineffective: self-reinforcing recession
dynamics kick in; widespread

bankruptcies and credit defaults;
potential banking crisis

Public-health response succeeds at
first, but physical distancing has to

continue (regionally) for several
additional months to prevent viral

recurrence.

Partially effective: policy responses
offset economic damage to some

degree; a banking crisis is avoided; but
high unemployment and business

closures mute the recovery

A strong public-health response
succeeds in controlling the spread in

each country within three to six
months, and physical distancing can

be phased out quickly.

Highly effective: strong policy
response prevents structural damage

to the economy; a strong rebound
after the virus is controlled and

returns the economy to pre-crisis
levels and momentum, as justified by

the economy’s fundamentals

Source: McKinsey, “Safeguarding our lives and our livelihoods: The imperative of our time” (March, 2020).
Note that we amended the strong public-health response from 2-3months to 3-6months to reflect speed in

Southeast Asia.

Scenario planning is a tool designed to help organizations plan for uncertain futures.

These economic and public health case scenarios can inform short and mid-term

strategic, operational, and financial planning.

We useMcKinsey’s framework to illustrate how to conduct scenario planning.

The impact of COVID-19 on the economy can be described along two dimensions: 1)

Virus Spread and Public-Health Response and 2) Knock-on Effects and Public-Policy

Response.

Within each dimension, there are 3 scenarios possible:

Before diving into the use of data for a recovery, business

leaders can use scenario planning to assess their overall

recovery plan.
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By combining the public health response and the three degrees of

effectiveness of economic policy, we can create nine economic

scenarios to assess what decision to prioritize.

The shaded scenarios (A1-A4) were thought to be the ones most

likely to happen at the start of the pandemic. Depending on which

countries and regions are being assessed, economies have been

directly impacted by COVID-19 differently.

Source: McKinsey, “Safeguarding our lives and our livelihoods: The imperative of our time” (March, 2020).

Exhibit A



At the time of writing in September 2020, the outbreak evolution

for the current 10 most affected countries shows that while some

countries have effectively flattened the curve (fewer new COVID-

19 cases emerging today than it did on a previous day), the U.S,

Brazil, and India—the countries which account for the bulk of

confirmed new cases worldwide—have not flattened their curves.
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Daily confirmed new cases (5-Day Moving Average)

for the current 10 most affected countries

Exhibit B

Source: John Hopkins Coronavirus Resources Center (September, 2020)
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Here we provide an example of how our team at Eskwelabs—as a

data upskilling school—used scenario planning in the midst of the

pandemic to stabilize operations and understand which scenarios

would we be the most at risk in and which are the ones where we

could be themost resilient.

Prior to COVID-19, we offered some of our programs using blended

learning, which meant a combination of online and in-person

learning. For instance, students learn concepts online but also

come together in a classroom setting to conduct projects,

participate in hackathons, and receive mentorship.

At the onset of the pandemic, we had to quickly move all of these

online and redesign the overall learning experience to ensure

quality of experience and outcomes.

The scenario planning exercise helped us in determining under

what economic and public health circumstances we would feel

most comfortable in before we could decide to bring back blended

learning as a format—specifically a format which would not put our

learners’ health at risk and not put the company at risk of

unnecessary spending on rental space.

Once we saw that the pandemic would affect daily life for an

extended period of time and that the policy response would not be

sufficient to stop the economy from going into a recession in the

Philippines (where we operate), we made the decision to further

focus on the online experience and build a better online learning

platform to support learners.

Case Study - How to use Scenario Planning?

Exhibit C

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study



At different stages of the recovery, there are different business

challenges to prioritize. We will be using the finance function

example to walk us through our assessment of where data can

help address business challenges.
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Responding to business challenges at different stages

of the recovery

Stage 2: Stabilize
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1. We don’t have the data.

2. We can’t derive any insights from the data.

3. We have done the analysis, but don’t know what actions to

take.

In any data use case, one of these challenges will be your main

issue. In the following COVID-19 recovery case study, we take a

look at the finance function of a fictional company named “ESKCo.”

and address how companies in each of the data maturity stages

can grow their data capabilities.

What data can immediately do for you will

depend on your company’s data maturity.

While there are many frameworks on data

maturity, it can be boiled down to just one

question: Which of these is your biggest

challenge?

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study

Exhibit E
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To illustrate how companies at different data maturity stages can
benefit from using data, we will use ESK Co. as a fictional company
in the following case study.

ESK Co. is at the survival stage of COVID-19 recovery and is
focused on cash flow and liquidity. Its Finance Manager Thea
decides to prioritize improving collection effectiveness, which is
the company’s ability to retrieve accounts receivables from
customers. How can Thea and her team work towards this goal
using data?

At the Data stage, a common mistake for companies to make is to
collect as much data as possible that could help solve the problem.

ESK Co.’s Finance Manager Thea first lists down all the data
sources she believes to be relevant for increasing collection
effectiveness.

These are all data sets that can help solve the problem, but in order
to prioritize which ones are the most important, Thea starts with
the end action in mind.

In order to assess what data needs to be collected, companies
have to first understand what they want to use them for.

Thea lists down 3 actions that she can take for the purpose of
collection effectiveness:

1. Reduce Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)

2. Focus on customers who are at high risk of not paying

3. Incentivize the collection teamwith variable compensation

Case Study

The Data Stage

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study
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The next important step is to match the relevant data sets which

can inform the actions, especially since each action has its own

data requirements. Finally, create a hypothesis on which action is

most likely to solve the problem.

Here, ESK Co.’s Finance teamwill be prioritizing action #1: reduce

Days Sales Outstanding (DSO). They will thus be prioritizing the

collection and processing of sales and collection transactions

data. This does not mean that the other actions will not be taken;

it’s just that in a post-COVIDenvironment, companieswant to see

ROI of efforts faster. Therefore, high priority actions will be taken

first.

In ESK Co.’s case, by merging the data sets for transactions and

collections, Thea’s team is now able to perform basic exploratory

data analysis to discover items like: who are the top 10 clients by

Days Outstanding and by volume of sales.

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study

The Data Stage
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At the Insight stage, Thea’s team has already explored the data and

generated analysis.

ESK Co.’s Finance Manager Thea is presented with the following

data analysis that the team generated to reduce Days Outstanding,

and she’s now faced with the challenge of finding actionable

insights from this list.

At first glance, all these points are useful and provide more

context to ESK Co.’s collection effectiveness goal. However, if we

measure these outputs based on these 3 metrics, we can derive

which analysis is most insightful:

• Is it material?

• Is it actionable?

• Is it unexpected or surprising?

The Insight Stage

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study
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For instance, the Finance team also knows that the average Days

Sales Outstanding (DSO) is 82 days so it’s not unexpected. And

while DSO has increased during COVID-19, a 3% increase is not

material. Conversely, the DSO is 20-35% less for clients who

received a touchpoint via email or phone from the Finance team in

the last 30 days. This is amaterial and actionable insight uncovered

through the data exploration process. This is a key piece of insight

that Thea can now use to take action on improving collection

effectiveness.

Company managers who receive analysis from their team often

complain that they are overwhelmed by updates whichmay all be

noise instead of signals. They can use the framework proposed

here to better prioritize which analysis is generating an insight.

The Insight Stage

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study
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When teams have moved to the Action Stage, they are looking for

actions which they can take based on the insights generated from

the analyses.

In our case study, ESK Co.’s Finance Manager Thea have already

zoomed in on the insight that having phone calls with clients within

30 days of invoicing decreases Days Outstanding and thus

improving collection effectiveness.

The Action Stage

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study

Exhibit F Number of days since client invoice call vs. Days
Sales Outstanding (DSO)
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Her team is eager to showcase this insight. However, a common

strugglewith analytical teams is that teammembers simply share

insights when they are generated. While there is an increasing

role for data storytelling in companies, without the intention of

guiding users to actions, the value of an insight is lost.

Beyond communication of the insight, Thea could help her team

by setting up a dashboard which uses this insight to guide her

collection agents on which clients to focus on and what actions

are recommended.

By providing input on what they should do next, Thea was able to

design a personalized actionable dashboard which can

communicate specific actions for each of her team members to

take.

By focusing on what to prioritize andmoving fromData to Insight

and Insight to Action, Thea is able address ESK Co.’s goal of

improving collection effectiveness.

Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study

The Action Stage
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To apply what we discussed in this whitepaper, we have

summarized the following 4 steps:

1. First, assess which recovery scenario your company is

facing in the context of the pandemic affecting your

operations as both a public health crisis and an

economic one.

2. Decide which stage of the recovery process your

company is at, and select the top priority for your

business to function.

3. Select which stage of datamaturity your company is at,

in order to best apply data analytics to your use case.

4. Finally, focus on the most critical aspects in order to

move up in data maturity.

The pandemic has shown that rapid

change and the accelerated speed of

going digital are both possible and

pivotal for business survival. Some of the

complex challenges won’t be solved

overnight, but data can power better and

faster decisions for business not just to

survive but thrive in the new normal.

APPLYING IT AT YOUR
COMPANY



Source: Eskwelabs Illustrative Case Study

APPLYING IT AT YOUR COMPANY
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What underpins this transformation is driven by those at

the top, but it’s also carried out by the team. Leaders have

the opportunity to accelerate employee upskilling and build

on a culture shift towards more data-driven ways of

working.

Analytics training can help employees establish their

understanding of what analytics and data science can do

and how to implement these technologies in their work. If

you want to upskill yourself or your team with Eskwelabs,

reach out to us at partner@eskwelabs.com.

Learn more about us as a data upskilling school and our

flagship programs at eskwelabs.com.

Stage 2: Stabilize
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